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Junk against Items, stuff and
things, collections, remnants,
histories, leftovers, all from my
brain to yours, via these little
scraps of paper. And that’s not all.
—Brendan deVallance
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Clues to the formula:
What is this? It is a magazine in
trading card form. Each pack has 9
Cards plus one or two unique cards.
Trade ‘em with your friends. 
Only Armageddon can save us now.

by Brendan deVallance
An End All production. © 2000 
129 Ogden Ave, Jersey City NJ  07307
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The box that is my friend
is that box that holds me
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“Quotes . . . “
and helpful hints

“Men are so inevitably mad that
not to be mad would be to give a
mad twist to madness.”— Pascal

How to recognize the Larry:
“Wait a second fellas!”— Larry



Can’t cotton to
my thinking? I
am the thinkless
wonder and the
windowless pain.
Splinters, my
friend, that spells
the end of what
started out the
beginning of
what stands for
now (now).
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For:
Equal time for equal pay
Freedom of information
MP3 music revolution

Not for:
The drop kicking of animals
The arming of postmen
Predicting the end of it all
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Sadness as we awake, sadness as we
begin to think. I wonder how far I
would get if I tried to cut off my own
head with a hand saw. The loss of
blood, the pain, the severed spinal
cord. If I was really determined could
I continue beyond what might seem
physically possible? Or would I only
be able to get a certain distance and
then fall in a heap on the floor.



Alien
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I was not in love
the alien, the alien
I was not in love
I was not in love
The alien, the alien
The alien arrived and I was
beside my self
The alien, the alien
Dogs would cry in the night
And I would try with all 
my might
for the alien, the alien



The moon, themoon, I saw it inthe moon
8
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8 Bands I thought to mention:
1. Modest Mouse

The Lonesome, Crowded West-1997. This is some
excellent indie flavored rock form the Great NW.

2. Ty Cobb
The snide will inherit the wind, from PA

3. Dead Moon 
All their records are great, all their records 
are in Mono.

4. The Hate Bombs
I didn’t know that they had Garages in Florida.

5. The Monks
1960’s American G.I.’s in Germany create there 
own musical universe. Get in the Garage please
and bring your Banjo.

6. Sleater Kinney
I need venom, power and great songs, they have
it, Dig it out.

7. Charlie Feathers
The Hillbilly hell scraper

8. Richard Davies
I heard ‘Transcontinental’ on the radio and I
haven’t been the same since.
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“Let the fun begin”, he said as the
world began in terror to unite. I was
the organization, the mercurial focus,
the talent. This was my lot in life, and 
it was a lot. The tangent oriented
beliefs were breaking down. The shoe
went on the face, the face went down.

Shoe mask used in various performances.
Brendan deVallance, 1987  

Shoe mask



Lucy
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Lucille Ball
I always thought she was funny, very
funny. Of course she does evoke a 
sort of low brow form for those with
high brows, but comedy comes from 
a special place. She practically
invented the modern sitcom in 1951
with the show “I Love Lucy” and
perfected the art of comedy in this
brand new field of television. 

Date of Birth: August 6, 1911 
Date of Death: April 26, 1989
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Apology accepted as the world falls
to pieces around me. Somehow
plastic seems natural to me. As
natural as we are, and as natural as
bridges and buildings. Like the
beaver needs a damn and can’t
stop thinking about it.

Sorry,
but I
used
my
finger
as a
gun.


